
PTO Meeting: Thursday, March 9, 2017 
 
Principal’s Report (given by Lori) 

- Congrats and thanks on Measure X 
- Restorative practices: Karen Junker working with kids and teachers 
- Author of What Does It Mean to be Kind coming 

- Staff luncheon, evening parent-ed (March 23, 7.30-8.30 in TERC; adults only), 
working with kids 

- Bike-walk to school running this week; Joan is running it 
- Crazy hair day this Fri 
- Tickets for Aladdin on sale 
- MT is attending Charlie Cart training 
- SI has a concert with Orozco today 

 
 
Teacher’s Report 

- Kid assemblies on March 24 for author -- thanks to PTO for sponsoring 
 
Teacher Appreciation week 

- Usually around first week of May 
 
Nom Com 

- Teresa: suggesting asking kinder parents 
- VP, Parliamentarian, HRP co-chair, School Support 
- Plus a lot of committee spots 
- Official kinder orientation: April 6, 6-7.30 starting in Large Multi 

 
Dance 

- HUGE props from everyone to Sara and Teresa for the dance!!! 
- Around 350 people came 

- Safari coming up 
 
 
Financial Update: Bob 

- Carolina is making the spreadsheet readable/discussable 
- Trying to zero out after school sports -- got a bunch of socks for basketball 
- Play: people are directed to write checks to PTO 
- CAD expenses, social expenses came in 
- Brier needs to deposit his check 

 
 
 
 



Facilities 
- Can we please cover the hooks for Ms. Merk’s class 
- Ask District to fix: Courtney is putting in a maintenance request, and Claire is following 

up 
 
 
Community Update 

- Brainstorming on how to get volunteers 
- Survey?  

- Survey teachers, survey parents 
- Need to re-look at our huge volunteer asks 
- Jill’s revamping the job descriptions 

 
 
Newsletter 

- 2-week runs for blurbs 
 
 
Open Topics 

- Outreach 
- DLAC: parents of English language learners, meet every month in the evening 

(have childcare) --  
- Should have a Tinsley rep on the Board 

 
 






